INTRODUCING

THE EARTH BILL
A 2030 MOONSHOT FOR EARTH

100% BY 2030
1. Renewable Electricity
2. Electric Vehicles
3. Regenerative Agriculture
With Enforcement Tied To Corporate Tax Deductions.
(This makes it fit in the budget!)
Definitions matter! Here they are with draft language. Your support now can
get these in the infrastructure bill!

Take action with The Earth Bill Pledge below.
Watch the video

2030? WHY SO FAST?
As of APRIL 2021, WE HAVE 6 YEARS, 8 MONTHS until our pollution
levels lock in 1.5 degrees warming. We've known for 40 years but haven't
acted. 2030 is the emergency timeline.

Between 1.5 and 2 degrees, disaster events called TIPPING
POINTS ensue like ocean currents that stop flowing and the ice sheets
that melt entirely.
Tipping points then unleash irreversible domino effects that will
"fundamentally disrupt the global climate system" - the foundation of human
life.
Time has run out. We must stop our pollution now.
Every nation in the world must take this action.
Fix how we make electricity, cars and food.
There are other pollution sources, but this is the lion's share.
It's all good change and very doable if we decide to act.
We went to the moon in a decade - we can do this!

IMAGINE IF WE ALL TOOK

THE EARTH BILL

PLEDGE
I support The Earth Bill standards being put into law
- with enforcement provisions - and pledge to press for their inclusion in
legislation voted on in the 117th Congress.
Click to Take The Pledge!

FEDERAL ELECTED OFFICIALS.
ORGANIZATIONS.

CITIZENS.

WHY IS THIS NEEDED?
PRESIDENT BIDEN'S HISTORIC
INFRASTRUCUTRE INVESTMENT BILL WILL NOT BY ITSELF
STOP THE POLLUTION CAUSING OUR DEMISE.
WE MUST ALSO REQUIRE - IN THAT LAW THAT OUR ELECTRICITY, CAR & FOOD MANUFACTURES STOP USING THE
FOSSIL FUELS, PESTICIDES & FERTILIZERS
WHICH CREATE THE POLLUTION
& DESTROY THE SOIL THAT CAN ABSORB PAST POLLUTION.
THIS IS OUR PRODUCTION. OUR CONSUMPTION. OUR POLLUTION.
AND OUR CHANCE FOR REAL HOPE!
WELCOME TO THE EARTH BILL
A PROMISE TO STOP OUR POLLUTION.

Understandable Solutions
ELECTRICITY, CARS & FOOD, oh my!

GIVE BIG RESULTS!
FIX 80% OF OUR POLLUTION
Our Electricity, Cars & Food are a huge chunk of the pollution solution! And once we
have clean electricity, the other parts - commercial, residential and industry - can
all go electric cutting pollution there too. This is a big deal. And the bill works by
requiring Utility Company to order up 100% renewables, solar, wind, geothermal, tidal
and wave. They place the order, and the private sector kicks into gear to build it.
The Earth Bill is the order for 100% renewables from the people to the utilities.
“Fully decarbonizing the power sector would eventually trigger a 70-80 percent
reduction in US greenhouse gas emissions economy-wide.”

HEALTHY SOIL CAN SAVE OUR FOOD SUPPLY & SUCK UP CARBON
We know that tilling, fertilizers and pesticides kill the soil organisms and plants that grow
our food and draw carbon pollution into the ground. Estimates vary, but fixing this alone
can save us from starvation and soak up a lot of pollution, which is critical, as our
emissions are on track to 3-5 degrees warming. Regenerative farms are also 78%
more profitable. By stopping farm emissions and healing soil, we might have a chance.
But this needs to happen worldwide and that's a huge shift that starts with us.
"If carbon sequestration rates attained by exemplary cases were achieved on crop and
pastureland across the globe, regenerative agriculture would sequester more than our
current annual carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions" Rodale Institute.

FIX 100% OF THE POLITICAL PROBLEM
The companies that profit off of fossil fuels, factory farming and chemicals have
absolute power in Congress and globally. If we win this battle, we will retake our
government for the people and planet. Then many other changes will be possible!
CREATE FIRM TIMELINES & MEASURABLE RESULTS
The proposed spending programs don't stop pollution, rather they encourage clean
sources, but not on any timeline. And they don't even count or project pollution
reductions. We've run out of time to kick this further down the road for political
reasons. We need pollution reduction commitments on a clear timeline, or we're flying
blind.
TEST OUR ABILITY TO SOLVE THIS CRISIS - BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE.
We don't know how long it'll take to transition.
To build 100% wind, solar, geothermal, tidal and wave. To upgrade transmission lines
and put solar on millions of homes. To have electric car charging stations everywhere.
To switch millions of farmland acres to healthy soil practices.
We don't know how fast we can stop our pollution.
So we need to get started with a deadline that matches the clock. And see how we do.
If we miss the 2030 goal, we will know then. If we aim for later and miss that, it'll be too
little too late. That's a timing gamble we can't afford. Not on this. We're already very
late.

READY TO GO ALL IN
TO SAVE LIFE ON EARTH?
100 U.S. SENATORS & 435 REPRESENTATIVES CAN SAVE THE FUTURE OF LIFE
ON EARTH.
PROTECTING LIFE & THE PLANET IS THEIR FIRST DUTY.
ORGANIZE IN YOUR COMMUNITY TO ENGAGE & PERSUADE THEM TO TAKE THE
EARTH BILL PLEDGE.
1. GET YOUR U.S. SENATOR & HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE
TO TAKE THE PLEDGE & CO-SPONSOR THE BILL.
Here’s an Email to send. It has the Elected Pledge Form.

Or Print it and go in person. Find your Rep & Contact Info.
2. JOIN THE NETWORK OF OVER 130 ACTIVISTS in 94 DISTRICTS NATIONWIDE.
Join “Adopt-A-District”. Already 94 Districts in Action. Is yours?
You can lead or join others in local organizing bringing community together.

THE EARTH BILL
IN A NUTSHELL, WILL
1.
Ensure our electric companies buy 100% renewable energy, our cars run on clean
electricity, and our food is grown to protect our farmland - all with non-polluting ways that
are better for our family's health, create local jobs and offer a bright future.
2.
Stop 70-80% of our active GHG emissions and draw down existing pollution into
the ground in time to avert catastrophe, while testing how fast - and whether - we can
actually make the shift before it's too late.
3.
Create a guaranteed market demand from utility companies for renewable energy
and clear timelines to ignite massive private sector building, secure project funding, and
speed infrastructure transitions.
4.

Unite the many climate organizations and activists across causes with these widely
shared goals to finally build enough people-driven political power to win in Congress.
5.
6.

Transform our electricity into clean, cheaper, reliable, abundant sources.
Usher in electric vehicles which are far cheaper to operate with no gas bills, 18
moving parts (not much to repair!), and unlimited mileage!

7.
Require agriculture corporations that control land use by contract farmers or have
over 10% market share to return 243 million acres of farmland to healthy practices to
increase productivity, reduce costs, retain water to prevent floods, resist drought, protect
our drinking water, and help absorb our past pollution.
8.
Prevent the collapse of worldwide food production due to soil destruction from
current industry practices, which have left us with 60 more harvests before soils are too
dead to grow food.
9. Prevent the death of 7 million people a year from pollution. Stop the Asthma
epidemic in cities from car exhausts, and illnesses in communities from water pollution

from fossil fuel extraction and factories.
10. Prevent pesticide diseases like cancer and new animal-to-human diseases born in
factory animal farming. And save countless future lives from storms, flooded cities,
forced migration, starvation, poisoned water, and epidemics - all preventable suffering.
11. Ground us in science, not politics, with clear, obligatory greenhouse gas reductions
by the corporations at the pollution source and on the emergency timeline required.
12. Be a ton of fun to organize around and a passionate demand!
Let's save the future for our children!
This is that moment. It’s on us!
Please Take
THE EARTH BILL PLEDGE
TODAY

HELP LEAD THE MOVEMENT
FOR THE FUTURE OF EARTH

P.S. THE EXPERTS URGE IT!
RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY & ELECTRIC CARS
ARE HERE & WILL WIN OUT ON ECONOMICS
BUT WE MUST GET TO 100% FASTER AS TIME AS RUN OUT
1. The Path to a National 100% Clean Electricity Standard. Short & Full Version.
2. A Plan for 100% Electric Vehicles by 2030.
3. The Electric Vehicle Disruption - End of Oil by 2030.
4. Clean Disruption: Energy & Transportation.
5. 1000 Scientists for 50% GHG Emission Reductions by 2030.
REGENERATIVE FARMING
YEILDS 78% HIGHER PROFITS
CREATES - NOT DEPLETES - HEALTHY SOIL

ABSORBS CARBON POLLUTION
IMPROVES HUMAN HEALTH
& IS KEY TO ENSURING OUR LONG TERM FOOD SUPPLY
6.

Physicians Committee: Plant-Based Climate Summit.

7. Regenerative Agriculture Movie: Kiss The Ground. Educational Version (45 min,
password: schools). Full length.
8. Rodale Institute. Regenerative Agriculture & the Soil Carbon Solution.

THE EARTH BILL
A 2030 MOONSHOT FOR EARTH
Organizing by Climate Crisis Policy and The Earth Bill Network
of Over 130 Local Grassroots Climate Groups & Earth Protectors
Active In 94 Congressional Districts & Growing.
Open Meetings 2nd Sat & 4th Wed. Welcome all.
EarthBill.org (coming soon)
www.ClimateCrisisPolicy.org
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